SERVICING YOUR AIR
CONDITIONER IN 7 STEPS
WHAT YOU'LL NEED:
☐ SCREWDRIVER
☐ GARDEN HOSE
☐ FIN COMB
☐ DUST BRUSH
☐ FAN MOTOR OIL

STEP 1
SWITCH THE POWER OFF

STEP 2
CLEAN THE CONDENSER
FAN & OIL THE FAN MOTOR

First, switch off the main electricity

The condenser fan will probably be covered with
dust, so you should clean it with a brush.
Although an air-conditioning servicing expert
could charge you around $700 to repair the
condenser, you can begin by removing the cover
grill and detach the setscrew holding the fan in
place. Then, remove the fan to gain access to
the oil parts. Lubricate the fan motor with oil
specified by the manufacturer.

current to the air conditioner and
locate the capacitor. You can easily
locate the capacitor by following the
directions provided by your air
conditioner's manufacturer.

STEP 3
CLEAN THE CONDENSER
COILS & FINS

STEP 4
RECYCLE THE
REFRIGERANT

Clean the condenser coils using a

If you need new refrigerant, you

garden hose. Remove the coil guard

should consider hiring a

before spraying the inside unit. This

professional. While you can change

will prevent the accumulation of

it yourself, it’s important you know

water-soaked debris inside the fins.

how to ensure that no harmful gases

If the fins are bent, straighten them

are leaked into the atmosphere

with a fin comb. You can also clean

during the process.

the fins with the fin comb.

STEP 5
SERVICE THE FILTER

If the filter is beyond repair, you should change it.
However, if it’s just dirty, you can easily clean it.
Clean the Filter

STEP 6
SERVICE THE DUCTS
Clean the air ducts regularly with a

To clean the filter, remove the casing that encompasses

vacuum cleaner. This will help to

the air-filter. Remove the filter and clean it with a cloth.

remove debris or dust particles that

You can then clean the filter with non-abrasive soap and

get sucked into the ducts.

water. Ensure that it is completely dry before reattaching
it to the unit.
Purchase a New Filter
If your filter is too dirty, you can purchase a plastic
electrostatic-mesh filter from a local supplier for about
$7. Cut the new filter with a pair of scissors. Rinse it with
clean water, and then allow it to dry off completely.

STEP 7
PERFORM ROUTINE CHECKUPS

Check various parts such as fuses, breakers, and the thermostat on a
regular basis. Ensure that all the connections are in place, and continue
to check the heat side of your HVAC, too, for optimum performance.
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